
Welcome to the Setup course of the bin locations topic.
This is one of a series of courses available on the topic of bin locations
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At the end of this module, you will be able to:
• Set up bin location managed Warehouses, Warehouse Sublevels and bin location codes
• Maintain and make changes in existing Warehouse Sublevels and bin location codes
• Define automatic Allocation Strategies and Receiving bin locations.



This is the agenda for our Setup course.
We will start by giving a short introduction of the setup process and introduce a business example.
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Most inventory based businesses require the ability to locate items within their warehouses and
therefore require bin location functionality.

In SAP Business One, you are now able to activate bin location functionality per warehouse.
Warehouses can now be split into multiple sublevels supporting 4 sublevel dimensions.

With some organizations managing thousands of bin locations, these sublevels and bin location
codes can easily be managed manually or automatically with batch generation / update / delete
functions.

Business One allows you to define a number of different automatic allocation processes for
receiving or issuing goods, making these processes as streamlined and automatic as possible.

In this training unit we will cover the setup and definition needed before starting to work with bin
locations.
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In this training unit we will describe the bin location Set up according to the displayed configuration
flow.
This setup is done in four phases:

Phase one will be Setting up a bin location managed Warehouse
Phase two will be Setting up Warehouse Sublevels and Attributes
Phase three will be setting up bin location codes and Receiving bin locations.
And Phase four will be to define the automatic allocation strategy.
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OEC Computers sells equipment and office supplies to retailers in the US.

OEC Computers has two main warehouses: in New York and in Los Angeles.

George is the warehouse manager in New York.

George and his staff have challenges in locating items within their large warehouse.

George needs a solution that will enable dividing his warehouse into sublevels and locations.

You demonstrate the new Bin Locations module to George.



Let us examine the Warehouse Sublevels and bin location structure.
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OEC Computers New York warehouse is a 3 floor building.
Each Floor is divided into Areas: blue, yellow, green and red.
The floors and the areas are defined as sublevels of the New York warehouse in the system.
Let us go to the next slide to see how a warehouse is constructed from different sublevels.
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A warehouse structure often consists of a combination of different levels such as an aisle, a shelf
or a floor.
One area type can be a sublevel area of another type.
For example, a shelf can be a sublevel of a row.
This means a row contains several shelves.
SAP Business One supports up to 4 sublevels.
Sublevel 1 is the only mandatory sublevel to create when working with bin locations.
A combination of the Warehouse code and Warehouse Sublevels defines the unique bin location
code.
An example in the graphic can be a bin location code 01-F1-RED-R01-B.
The same Warehouse Sublevel code can be used in many bin location codes.
We can see that Row sublevel R01 is connected to the Red Warehouse Sublevel and the Green
Sublevel.
Floor sublevel F1, however, is connected only once to the warehouse and in this example appears
in only one combination of a bin location code.
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This is an example of a single use of warehouse sublevel where every Sublevel code appears only
once
Each sublevel code is connected to only one higher Sublevel.
The advantage of working with a single-use of a Warehouse Sublevel codes is that by looking at
the lowest sublevel of a bin location, we can identify the bin location.
The advantage of working with a multiple-use of a Sublevel code is having fewer Warehouse
Sublevel codes in the system than when working with single-use codes.
The decision often depends on the warehouse structure and the working method.
In the next slides we will see OEC Computers’ warehouse structure and the sublevel structure that
was implemented  in the New York warehouse.
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Each Area is divided into Rows: 1 to 30.
Each Row is divided into Shelves: A to Z.
In OEC Computers, many of the Rows and Shelves are used in only part of the Areas and Floors.
This warehouse structure contains multiple-use of the same warehouse sublevel codes since the
row codes and shelf codes are identical in each area and the same area codes are used on each
floor
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After defining the different Warehouse Sublevels, we can form a bin location code.
This code represents the actual allocation place of the item.
If you create a bin location code in: Warehouse 1, Floor 2, Area Blue, Row 1 and Shelf C, the bin
location code you receive is: 01-F2-Blue-R01-C
In the New York Warehouse, in Floor 1, in all Areas, there are no Shelves.

• This Floor is used for storing heavy equipment which do not fit into shelves.
• This means the bin location codes of Floor 1 are combined of four segments only (warehouse

level and 3 sublevels)
• For example: 01-F1-Red-R12
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It is possible, for example, to add a bin location code which is constructed of only sublevel 2 and 3.
For example bin location code 01-Red-R01.
Even though a default Sublevel 1 is created when working with bin locations, it is not necessary to
create a bin location code combined with the Sublevel 1 code (as shown in this bin location code).
We will learn more about the system Warehouse Sublevel in the next slides
It is also possible to skip a level and combine a bin location code which is combined for example
from Sublevel 1 and 3.
For example bin location code 01-F2-R01.
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Let us setup a warehouse managed with bin locations
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OEC Computers decided to manage bin locations for their main warehouses in Los Angeles and
New York.

• OEC Computers has also some small warehouses including some lab warehouses.
• George, the warehouse manager, decided not to manage bin locations for these warehouses

since they are small and easy to navigate.
In SAP Business One, you have the option to enable bin locations on a warehouse by warehouse
basis.
To activate bin locations in the warehouse, select the Enable Bin Locations checkbox.
Once bin locations have been activated for a warehouse, then:

A new Bin Locations tab appears in the Warehouse – Setup window containing the bin
location setup fields.
All the bin location related fields appear in the Warehouse Setup window.
All other bin locations menu entries and windows appear.
The System Bin Location is created.
Every future inventory transaction will involve bin locations.

You can not enable bin location for a Drop Ship Warehouse.
The Enable Bin Location checkbox can be un-checked at any time as long as there are no bin
location transactions and no bin location codes have been generated (except for the System Bin
Locations code).
Any Warehouse Sublevel codes defined in the system will be saved and be available once
enabling bin locations again.
A separate authorization exists for enabling/ disabling bin locations.
In the next slide we will have a closer look at some other fields related to the bin location Setup.
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In the Bin Locations Code Separator field, indicate a character that will be used as a separator
between the different segments of the bin locations code (as shown earlier in the Bin Location
Code Structure slide).
You may enter more than one character to the separator field in order to see a clearer segregation
between the different code segments.
The Number of Bin Locations field displays how many bin location codes this warehouse currently
contains.
A drill down in this field takes the user to the Bin Location Code list report, filtered for this
warehouse to display its content.
This report and other bin location fields in this window are described in other bin location training
Units.
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High Level Demo script notes:

Demonstrate what happens when selecting the Enable Bin Locations CheckBox
Show and explain the new fields added in the Warehouse Setup window
Show the new menu entries in the Setup Inventory Bin locations menu
Show the new menu entries in the Inventory Bin locations menu
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If a company has used a multiple warehouse structure to simulate bin locations in a previous
release, you can now disable these redundant warehouses.
Defining a warehouse as inactive is done in the General tab of the Warehouse – Setup window.
You can set an entire warehouse as inactive.
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George enabled bin locations for the New York warehouse.
He is now creating the Warehouse Sublevels and did not have a chance to create the bin locations
codes yet.
Even though, the system enforces bin locations in every Inventory transaction after enabling bin
locations, all SAP Business One users in OEC Computers, continue to work as usual.
This is possible due to the System Bin Location.
When bin location functionality is activated for a warehouse, a single system bin location is
automatically created for that warehouse.
The System Bin Location code name will be: [Warehouse code]-SYSTEM-BIN-LOCATION.
By default, on bin location activation for a warehouse:

• All inventory will automatically be placed in the System Bin Location.
• All receipts will be automatically received to the System Bin Location.
• All issues will automatically be made from the System Bin Location.

SAP Business One updates the System Bin Location in the Default Bin Location field and this is
why inventory transactions are made for this bin location.
This behavior allows the user to continue working with this warehouse before the bin locations
codes are generated.
This means “Business as usual” until finishing all setup.
Then you can create an Inventory Transfer documents to transfer the inventory from the System
Bin Location code to the real physical bin location.
In order to work with bin locations, at least one code for Sublevel 1 should be defined.
For this reason, the system generates a system code for Sublevel 1 named: SYSTEM-BIN-
LOCATION.
This Warehouse Sublevel code can be renamed but not removed.
We will learn how to rename Warehouse Sublevels in the next slides
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After enabling bin locations for a warehouse, you need to set up the structure of the Warehouse
Sublevels.
Let us see how we can create and manage Warehouse Sublevels.
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In SAP Business One you can manage up to 4 Warehouse Sublevels.
For example, OEC Computers is using all four sublevels:

• The warehouse building Floors were set as Sublevel 1
• The Areas in each Floor as Sublevel 2
• The Rows of Shelves of each Area as Sublevels 3
• The Shelves in each Row as Sublevel 4

Warehouse Sublevel 1 is always activated and cannot be de-activated.
By default all other Sublevels are deactivated.
Sublevels must be activated sequentially.
The Sublevels names are used as field labels in all relevant screens and reports.
bin location Attributes will be discussed in the next slides
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In the Warehouse Sublevel codes window, we can add the different Warehouse Sublevel codes for
each level.
The Sublevels available are the Sublevels we defined in the Bin Location Field Activation window.
Each code will be a segment in the bin location code.
For example, in OEC Computers New York warehouse, there are 3 Floors, 4 Areas in each Floor,
many Rows in each Area and many Shelves in each Row.
In Sublevel 1 we see the SYSTEM-BIN-LOCATION code.
In this window we can also update and delete Warehouse Sublevel codes manually (one by one).

Note!
• It is important to understand that the Warehouse Sublevel codes are common to all

warehouses.
- This means the Warehouse Sublevels codes are available to use in all warehouses.
- However, if a different warehouse has a different structure and therefore different
Warehouse Sublevels, new Warehouse Sublevels should be set up in addition to the existing
sublevels.

• Further more, every Warehouse Sublevel is defined as an independent code with no
dependence or connection to another higher Sublevel.
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High Level Demo script notes:

Show and explain the warehouse field activation
Create example codes for the 4 sublevels
Explain each sublevel code is defined independently
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In our example the Row and Shelf Sublevels have many codes.
Adding them manually can be time consuming.
SAP Business One allows automated batch creation of Sublevel codes.
In the Warehouse Sublevel Codes window, choose the Manage Sublevels Codes button to open
the Warehouse Sublevel Code Management window.
George created 30 Rows with the prefix R: R01 to R30.
In order to combine this code structure, George did the following:

In the first segment field he chose fixed and entered the value R
In the second segment field he chose Numeric and entered the values 1 to 30.
- The system automatically added leading zeroes to match the longest number length.
- Leading zeroes enable an optimal alpha-numeric sorting.
- You may create a more complicated code by defining up to 6 segments of a Sublevel

code.
George also created Sublevel codes automatically for the Shelf Sublevel.
In the Shelf Sublevel code, George chose an Alphabetic segment.
In order to generate the range of codes choose the OK button to open the Generation Preview
window.
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After George selected the OK Button, the Preview window was opened.
In this window you can review the codes that are about to be generated.
You can also see if there is an error associated with one or more codes.
codes with error messages will appear in red.
In the image above you can see the codes appear in red and all have an error message saying the
code already exist.
I received this error message because I tried to add codes that already exist (R01-R30).
The system will not allow adding these codes again.
Choose the Generate button to add the codes that appear in the preview window with no error
message.

Note!
All generated codes will be in uppercase.
You can also access the Warehouse Sublevel Code Management window from the following path:
Administration Setup Inventory Bin Locations Warehouse Sublevel Code
Management.
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In the Warehouse Sublevel code Management window we can also update or delete Warehouse
Sublevels codes.
In the management task field choose Update Warehouse Sublevel Codes Properties

This option allows updating Warehouse Sublevels Codes description.
Choose the OK button to open the Update Preview window
Review the changes and choose the Update button.

Choose Delete Warehouse Sublevel Codes in order to delete a range of Sublevel codes.
• You may filter the codes to delete by entering a description string in the Expanded Selection

Criteria.
• Sublevel codes which are currently in use as part of a bin location code, will not be deleted.
• If there are some codes, in use, within the range of codes to delete, then the system will

delete only the unused codes.
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High Level Demo script notes:
• Add a group of sublevel codes with a prefix
• Show an error message for adding existing codes
• Delete a group of sublevel codes and show the preview window
• Update description to a group of sublevels
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Next, let us learn how to manage bin location codes.
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As in any Master Data window, in the Bin Location Master Data, a bin location code can be
created updated, removed or duplicated.
Right click the Bin Location Master Data window to either remove or duplicate an existing code.
The Bin Location Master Data window allows a creation of bin locations manually one by one.
There is also an option of automatic creation of a group of bin location codes which will be
discussed in the next slides.
The Bin Location Master Data window can be divided into 4 logical parts: code structure, Bin
Location Properties, Restrictions on bin locations and Bin Location Attributes.
Let us go over each part in the next slides.
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A bin location code is constructed by selecting a unique combination of a Warehouse and
Warehouse Sublevel codes.
We can see in the image above that each sublevel we defined appears as a field name.
The Warehouse Sublevels available to choose are those we generated in the Warehouse
Sublevel codes management.
The minimum requirement for a bin location code is a warehouse and at least one Warehouse
Sublevel code.
Once you entered the Warehouse and Warehouse Sublevel codes, the Bin Location Code field is
automatically constructed with the values entered along with the separator character we defined
in the Warehouse Setup window.
George created manually a new bin location in Warehouse 01, first floor, Blue Area, Row 01 and
Shelf B.
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In the bin location properties section we can view relevant information about the selected bin
location:
• Quantities of items, Serial Numbers and Batches.
• The number of different items in this bin location.
We can also define information like description and minimum and maximum quantities.
Note, the minimum and maximum quantities are used to facilitate some functionalities which will
be explained in the next slides and in:
• Unit 3 - Using BIN Locations in the Business Processes.
• And unit 4 – Reporting.
Check the Inactive field when you want to block this bin location from being used.
• A bin location code can be checked as Inactive only if it has no inventory and no open

inventory counting document.
• Otherwise the field will be disabled.
George decided to set the bin location code 01-F1-BLUE-R01-F as Inactive.
• The reason for this action is that this specific shelf is close to the drainpipe and suffers from

wetness.
• Since this bin locations had historic transactions, George didn’t remove it and only set it as

Inactive.
The Receiving Bin Location field and functionality will be discussed in details in the next slides.
The Alternative Sort Code is a free text reference field.
• When issuing items, you can choose to allocate items to bin locations by alpha-numeric

order of the bin location code or by alpha-numeric order of this Alternative Sort code
(Among other methods of allocations).

• You may enter strings of numbers and text to the Alternative Sort Code field in a way that
ensures a certain alpha-numeric order.

And finally, the Exclude from Automatic Allocation on Issue checkbox enables the user to
exclude specific bin locations from automatic allocation in outbound transactions.
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In this section of the Master Data window we can define some Restrictions for this bin location.
These Restrictions determine which bin locations will be available for allocations in marketing documents and
inventory transactions.
There are 3 levels of Restrictions:

• Item level:
- You can choose to restrict transactions made for this bin location to a specific Item or Item Group.
- You can choose to restrict transactions made for this bin location to a single Item or a single item
Group (not a specific one).

• Batch level - You can choose to restrict transactions made for this bin location to only one certain
Batch.

• Transactions level:
- You can choose to restrict all transactions for this bin location
- You can choose to restrict only inbound or outbound transactions (Inventory Transfer will be allowed in
both cases).
- You can choose to restrict all transactions except Inventory Transfer.
- Note, the logic of the Transaction Restriction and the Item and Batch Restriction is different.

- When you choose a Transaction Restriction, you allow all transactions
except for the type of transactions you chose.

- On the other hand, in the Item and Batch Restriction you allow transactions
only to the type of restriction you did choose.

Finally, it is important to understand the difference between checking a bin location as Inactive and simply
restricting all its transactions.

In both cases we can not perform any transaction for those bin locations
But, when checking a bin location as Inactive, in addition to the transactions restriction, the bin location
will not show in the bin locations reports and also will not be available for manual allocation.
For any method we choose, we can view historic transactions in the Inventory Posting List report.
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Note, the system will not allow setting a restriction to a bin location that its current content contradicts the restriction.
For example, in bin location code 01-F1-BLUE-R01-B there are two different items: a Lexmark Printer and a HP Printer.
When George tried to set the item restriction to Single Item and update the Bin Location Master Data window, he received the following error
message: “You can not restrict bin location to single item; Bin Location contains more than one item”.
In addition, when using item group restrictions, you can not change an item group if one of these conditions exist:

•The item is allocated to a bin location with a Specific Item Group Restriction
•An Item with different Item Group is already allocated in the Bin Location and a Single Item Group Only restriction was set.
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On the bottom of the window we can see the Attribute fields.
The Bin Location Attributes name are taken from the definition we made in the Bin Location Field
Activation window Bin Location Attributes tab
New Attribute values can be added easily, in any Attribute selection field by entering the value as
free text and pressing Ctrl+TAB in the keyboard.
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High Level Demo script notes:

In the master data window:
• Create a Bin Location while explaining the combination of the different sub levels
• Update properties
• Duplicate the bin location and change 1 sublevel
• Delete the Bin Location added
• Explain the Attributes field names are the attributes defined  by the user
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A Bin Location Attribute  is a characteristic, given by the user, that provides additional information
or meaning to the bin location.
After activating Attribute fields, they are added as filtering fields to the selection criteria of the bin
location reports and their values can be displayed in the Bin Location Content List report.
Please refer to the bin location Reporting training unit for further explanations about the bin location
reports.
The Attributes are defined and activated in Administration Setup Inventory Bin
Locations Bin Location Field Activation.
The system supports up to 10 Attributes. By default all attributes are not active. To activate an
Attribute just check the Active checkbox.
In addition, we recommend to change the default name of the Attribute (from Attribute 1, 2, 3..) to a
meaningful name.
The name can be changed at any time.
In our business example, in the New York warehouse, it is important for George and his team to
distinguish between different storage shelves sizes.

• The attributes Height, Width and Depth describe the exact size of each shelf.
• This way, they know if a certain package or item can fit a certain shelf.
• In addition, electronic components should be stored in an anti-static storage place (depends

on the package type) and for that reason George added the Anti-Static Attribute.

Note!
A Bin Location Attribute can not be deactivated if it is currently related to a bin location.
Only when an Attribute is activated it appears as a field in the different reports and selection
criteria windows.
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For each Attribute defined in the Bin Location Field Activation Window , we can enter values as
Attribute codes.
Go to Administration Setup Inventory Bin Locations Bin Locations Attribute
Codes.
From the drop down list, choose the Attribute you whish to enter codes for.
In the above example we can see that George entered the possible Shelf heights, anywhere in the
warehouse.
This window also displays, for each Attribute, how many bin locations it currently contains.
Choosing the link arrow will open the Bin Location List filtered for the selected Attribute.
Attribute codes can be manually deleted from this window if they are not assigned to any bin
location code.
Attribute codes cannot be changed if they are in use – For example when associated with a bin
location code.

Note,
The Attributes codes definition, the same as the Warehouse Sublevels definition, are cross
Warehouses definitions.
This means that any Attribute added can be used in the bin locations definition of every
warehouse.
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The Bin Location Management Window allows to add, delete and update a group of bin location
codes.
In order to generate new bin location codes, choose the Generate Bin Locations option from the
drop down list of the management task field.
For each bin location created a record of a Bin Location Master Data is added.
Look at the image above, we are trying to add Bin Locations codes to the second Floor, Red Area,
Rows 1 to 20, Shelves A to F.
Any value we enter to the Bin Location Properties fields will be updated in the new bin locations we
add.
To add the new bin locations codes, choose the OK button.
When doing so, a preview window is opened that displays the list of bin location codes that are
about to be added.
Use this preview window to go over these bin location codes.
At this stage you can still change your mind and choose Cancel to go back to the Bin Locations
Management window and re-tune the range of the Sublevels or the Properties data.
In order to add the list of bin location codes, choose the Generate Button.
When trying to add a bin location code that already exist, the system displays the existing code, in
the preview window, in red.

This bin location code will be ignored when choosing the Generate button.
New values entered in the properties fields of this bin location code will also be ignored.
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It is possible to generate bin locations along with their user defined field values.
To do so just choose the User Defined Fields browsing button to enter the Bin Location User-
Defined Fields window. Here you can see all user defined fields that exist for the Bin Location
Master Data.
Enter the values you wish to update in all the bin locations about to be generated.
In the example shown here, we can see that OEC Computers manages two user defined fields in
the Bin Location Master Data: Warehouseman and Remarks. When George generated a group of
bin locations he also entered values for the user defined fields. We can see in the bin location
created that the user defined fields values were copied from the Bin Location User-Defined Fields
window.
Note it is also possible to delete or update bin locations according to their user defined fields
values. For example, update a restriction in all bin locations that their Warehouseman is set to
George.
In the next slide we will see how to update and delete a group of bin locations in the Bin Location
Management window.
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Using the Update mode in the Bin Location Management window allows updating different
properties for existing bin locations.

• Choose the checkboxes of the properties you wish to update.
• If a bin location code in the range does not exist then it will be ignored and will not be

updated.
• A Restriction to a bin location will not be updated if it contradicts the current bin location

content.
• For example, if we try to restrict a bin location code to a specific Item and in the same bin

location code there are already two items, the system will not update this bin location code.
• When restriction updates contradicts existing bin location content, the system displays an

error message in the preview window and does not update this bin location.
• In the image above we see that when we try to update a Single Item restriction to bin location

01-F1-BLUE-R01-Z, we receive an error message in the preview window saying that the bin
location contains more then one item.

• Note, when an error message appears, no update will take place for this bin location even if
we updated another property field which is not related to the error message received.

• In the above image we also tried to update the Description of the bin locations but since we
received an error message, the Description, as well as the Restriction, will not be updated.

• In order to delete a certain property, choose the relevant checkbox and leave it blank.
• In the preview window choose the Update button to execute the update.
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When using the Delete mode in the Bin Location Management window we can delete groups of bin locations.
• The properties fields are used as filters and only bin locations that meet the properties defined will be deleted.
• If nothing is checked then all bin location codes in the specified range will be deleted.
• bin location codes with content or with transaction history can not be deleted.
• When trying to do so, an error will appear in the preview window for those bin locations.
• The Delete option can be used when there is a need to delete bin location codes that were added by mistake.
• In addition, In some cases it is easier to generate a range of bin location codes and then delete just a few inside this

range.

Note
• In the select bin location section, you may choose any of the Warehouse Sublevel codes defined in the system.
• This is true even if the values selected combine a bin location code that do not exist.

When trying to update or delete a combination that does not exist in the system, the following information message
appears at the bottom of the window: “Data is not available; Modify the selection criteria..”
This logic of Sublevel selection is common to all Sublevel codes selection fields.
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High Level Demo script notes:
In the Bin Location Field Activation window Add new Attributes
In the Bin Locations Attribute codes window enter values in two different attributes
In the Bin Location Management window generate, update and delete Bin Locations codes
Go to the Bin Location Master Data to a Bin location Code just added

Show the properties just updated
Update an Attribute code (value), press CTRL + TAB and show how this value was
entered to the list of Attribute codes.
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We will now learn how to modify bin locations codes
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In the Modify Bin Location Code Window, we can make batch changes of bin location codes
structure.
Modifying bin location codes is often needed due to warehouse reorganization or even to amend
mistakes in the bin locations codes.
This modification is possible even if these bin locations already contain items.
SAP Business One automatically creates an Inventory Transfer document that transfers the
inventory from the source bin location to the target bin location and deactivates the source bin
location.
In the above image we can see the window is divided in two.
In the Upper section, under the Select Bin Location codes header, enter the range of bin location
codes to modify.
In the Lower section, under the Modify Sublevels for selected Bin Location Codes header, enter the
new Sublevels you want to update in the range selected above.
In our business example, due to renovations made in the New York warehouse, in the third floor, a
section of the Red Area was transferred to the Green Area.
In order to update this change in the system, George entered the Bin Location Codes Modification
window and changed the Area sublevel of these bin location codes.
George entered the range of bin location code to modify, checked the Area sublevel and chose
Green.
George also changed the Rows number to the new Rows number in the Green area.

Note!
• In the lower section, if the sublevel is checked and the field is blank, the sublevel code will be

set to blank.
• This means the new bin location code created will not include the segment of this level.
• For example, if the selected bin location code was 01-F3-RED-R20-A and the only

modification made was that the shelf level is checked and blank, then the new bin location
code will be shorter: 01-F3-RED-R20 (with no shelf level).
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The merging of bin locations codes will be required when one of the following conditions arises:
• The target bin location code already exists.

In this case, the target bin location code will be merged with the existing bin location code.
• Multiple source bin location codes share one target bin location code.

In this case, all source bin location codes will be merged into one.
If the target bin location code does not exist, SAP Business One automatically creates the target bin location
with the same properties as those of the source bin location.
In the Preview window, the system will indicate when a merge is needed.
Look at rows 1 to 4 in the above image.
The system indicates these target bin location codes already exist and this is why a Merge to the existing bin
location code is required.
To enable this modification, we first need to check the Merge Bin Location Codes checkbox at the bottom of
the window.
If we do not choose to merge, and merging is required, the selected rows are colored red and the system will
not allow the modification to proceed.
This system behavior helps to prevent mistakes in bin location code modifications.

• We may choose to modify many bin location codes all at once and perhaps a few already exist.
• In this case a merge warning points out these specific codes.
• In addition, after the merging was made, you can not roll back and it may be difficult to locate the

original code merged.
• If this scenario happens, we need to re-generate the source bin location.

Choose the Modify button to proceed.

Note!
• In any conflict raised when trying to modify a source bin location code to the target bin location code,

SAP Business One marks the rows in red. You can see the detailed error description in the Error
Details column in the Preview window.
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Finally, let us see how to define an automatic allocation strategy for inbound transactions
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There are two methods of automatic allocations for incoming transactions.
The first method refers to the different automatic allocations strategies that are listed in the
Automatic Allocation on Receipt field in the Warehouse – Setup window.
The different strategies include allocating to:

• A predefined default bin location, or
• The last bin location that received items, or
• The current bin location of the item, or
• The current and historical bin location.

The second method refers to automatic allocation to receiving area bin locations.
The receiving areas are specific bin locations that are defined as Receiving. This definition is done
in the Bin Location Master Data.
Let us continue by learning more about the Receiving bin locations.
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A Receiving bin location can be used as a special section in a warehouse which typically represents a
receiving inspection area or just a transit area for temporary storage of incoming goods.
In OEC Computers, George decided to manage a receiving area for the following reasons:

In some cases, the warehouse employees do not know where to allocate certain goods.
In other cases there is no room for all goods received.
In order to keep correct level of inventory in SAP Business One, inventory that was not fully allocated in
the inbound transaction, will enter the Receiving bin location.
Once a suitable bin location was found for the goods stored in the receiving area, the warehouse
employee creates  an Inventory Transfer document, to allocate the goods in the storage bin location.

The Receiving bin location definitions are set up in two windows:
• The Warehouse Setup window – Here you indicate whether Receiving bin locations can be defined in

this warehouse.
• The Bin Location Master Date window – Once Receiving bin locations are enabled for a warehouse,

you can designate any bin location as a Receiving bin location by selecting the Receiving Bin Location
checkbox.

In the Warehouse Setup window, you can also choose the order of the Receiving bin locations codes.
In the Received Items By field, choose to receive items to Receiving bin locations according to the bin
location codes alpha numeric order or the Alternative Sort code alpha numeric order.
When the Restrict Receipt to Empty Bin Locations box is checked, the system allocates items only to the next
empty Receiving bin location. If the next bin location is not empty, the allocation is done to the next available
empty Receiving bin location according to the selected bin location sequence.
The Receiving bin location allocation also takes into consideration the quantity entered in the Maximum field
in the Bin Location Master Data.
If the quantity of items you receive exceeds the maximum storage limit of a Receiving bin location, SAP
Business One fills this bin location to the maximum and then assigns the remaining items to the next empty
bin location in line.
It is also important to understand that when activated, allocation to Receiving bin locations happens only
when the quantity was not fully allocated to a manually chosen bin location.
The use of the Receiving bin location in allocations will be further discussed in the next Bin Location Course -
Using Bin Locations in the Business Processes.
In the next slide we will learn about the Default bin location definitions.
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The only automatic allocation strategy that needs additional definitions is the Default bin location.
Let us understand what Default bin location means.
A Default bin location is used as a default for incoming bin location transactions.
When a Default is defined, it is updated automatically in the row of the document.
There are three levels of Defaults: Warehouse, Item Group and Item.
You may enter Defaults for all three levels.
When the system encounters a conflict between one or more Defaults, the Default bin location
code is chosen according to the priority displayed in the above image.

• The first priority is the Item level Default.
• The second priority is the Item Group level Default.
• And the third priority is the Warehouse level Default.

The use of a Default bin location code can be enforced at each level.
When doing so, the default bin location is chosen  automatically and it is not possible to change it.
Default bin location codes that are not enforced can be changed at any time.
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In the Warehouse Setup window you can enter a Default bin location code and choose whether to
enforce it.
When enabling bin locations in a warehouse, SAP Business One automatically enters the System
Bin Location code to the Default Bin Location field.
This is done to ensure that every inbound transaction will be easily made to a bin location even if
the whole set of bin location codes was not constructed yet.
Since the System bin location is not a real - physical bin location, it is important to replace the
default code of the warehouse to a meaningful bin location code or delete the default value.
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In the Item Group – Setup window a new table was added at the bottom of the window.
In this table you can choose per Warehouse, a Default bin location code and whether to enforce it.
This table will only be available if the bin location functionality has been enabled for at least one
warehouse.
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In the Item Master Data, in the Inventory Data tab, you can enter a Default bin location code and
choose whether to enforce this bin location code.
This Default is defined per Warehouse row.
For Warehouses that are not bin location Enabled, all bin location fields will be disabled.
In the next bin location course - Using Bin Locations in the Business Processes, we will learn
about the use of the default bin locations and other automatic allocation strategies in the allocation
process.
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You should now be able to
• Set up bin location managed Warehouses, Warehouse Sublevels and bin location codes
• Maintain and make changes in existing Warehouse Sublevels and bin location codes
• Define Default bin locations and Receiving bin locations.



This course unit helps SAP Business One implementer to structure a bin location setup in a
company.
It is important to fully understand this course before continuing learning other Bin Location courses.
For example, understanding the sublevels structure and Bin Location Attributes are necessary to
understand how to use the bin locations reports selection criteria and understand their output.
In addition, understanding Default bin locations and Receiving bin locations definition is necessary
to understand incoming bin location Allocations.
Before implementing this module in a company it is also necessary to review:

• Unit 3 - Using Bin Locations in Business Processes.
• And Unit 4 - Bin Location Reporting.

For companies who works with Serial Numbers or Batches, it is necessary to review Unit 5  -
Serial Numbers and Batches in Bin Locations.
See you in unit 3 – Using BIN Locations in Business Processes.
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